
Step #1
Begin by locating the front snap-in ghost ring sight 
insert. Apply the small rectangular adhesive pad to the 
back of the insert. 

Step #2
Align and snap-in the front sight insert into the small 
triangular hole in the front of the heatshield. The insert 
will snap securely into place. If you have ATI's ghost ring 
sights, use the insert with the pre-drilled hole in it. If you 
do not wish to install ATI's ghost ring sights, install 
the blank insert as shown below and skip to step 6. 

If you have purchased a Heatshield with Ghost ring sights, you must first install the Ghost Ring Sights 
to the heatshield before installation on your firearm.

Step #3
Insert the small philips head plastite screw into the front 
ghost ring sight.  Align the ghost ring sight to the top of 
the heatshield, and fasten the plastite screw into the 
hole in the front sight insert using a philips head 
screwdriver.  Make sure the ghost ring sight is aligned 
correctly, with the angled side facing towards the front.  
Warning: Do not overtighten hardware or strip the 
polymer front sight insert. 
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Ghost Ring Sights Installation

Figure 4

Step #4
Align the rear ghost ring sight to the rear of the 
heatshield and hold in place. 
Note: Ensure the sight is aligned correctly. The pointed 
side is facing forward. 
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 Front Sight Insert         Blank Insert
(No ghost ring sights)

Note:  If you have a Mossberg 500 Shotgun with OEM Extended Magazine Tube the Halo Heatshield will not fit your rifle properly due to the 
location of the barrel lug.



Heatshield Installation
Point the firearm in a safe direction and place the safety in the "on" position.  Next remove the 

magazine, pull back the bolt, and carefully inspect the chamber to be sure the firearm is unloaded.
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Step #5
Continue to hold the rear ghost ring sight in place.  Turn 
the heatshield over, and insert the (2) small allen screws 
into the base of the rear ghost ring sight. Use a 1/16" 
allen driver to fasten the screws, and secure the rear 
ghost ring sight to the rear of the heatshield. 

Step #6
Locate the rear snap-in barrel clip. Align the supplied 
pad to the inside of the clip. 

Figure 5
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Step #7
Locate the (2) supplied small triangular shaped pads. 
Insert the pads on the inside front of the heatshield as 
shown below, one pad should be placed on both sides of 
the heatshield. 

Step #8
Remove the barrel from your firearm. Align the snap-in 
rear barrel clip by sliding down over and snapping it onto 
the rear of the barrel, as shown below. The front of the 
adpater should be flush with edge of the barrel lip. 
Note: Make certain the clip is flush to the front of the 
barrel lip and does not interfere with the barrel when 
it is being reinstalled into the main receiver.
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Heatshield Installation
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Figure 9

Step #9
Align the heatshield over the barrel. Install the 
heatshield onto the barrel by snapping the heatshield 
clip onto the rear of the barrel.  Make sure the the 
heatshield is centered on the barrel while snapping into 
place. 
Note: Be careful for any existing sights on the barrel. 

Step #10
Locate the (2) large v-block spacers for the front of the 
heatshield. Apply the small adhesive pad to the larger  
angled sides on the both of the spacers you will be 
installing.  You can discard both Small V-Blocks if they 
are present in your package.
Note: The mossberg 500 uses only the large v-blocks.  If 
the small v-blocks are present you may discard them.
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Step #11
Insert the (2) v-block spacers into the designated holes 
on the front of the heatshield so that the larger side of 
the v-block spacer with the adheasive padding on it is 
against the barrel. The spacers should snap into place 
and rest on the outside of the barrel. 
Note: Notice the holes on the large v-block spacer 
are not centered. Make sure to insert the v-block 
spacers so that the larger side is closest to and 
resting against the barrel. 

Step #12
Snap both of the spacers into place and ensure they are 
tight to the barrel. You are now ready to install the (2) 
Halo Heatshield side rails.  Locate the (2) side rails. 
Notice how each is individually tapped and threaded for 
screw installation. 
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Heatshield Installation
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Step #14
Use a 5/64" allen driver to thread and begin to fasten the 
first (2) screws into the side rails.
Next, slide the third screw through the rear most hole.  
After penetrating the first rail slide the 1/2" section of 
rubber tubing over the  screw before engaging into the 
second rail.

Figure 15
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Step #16
Your new Halo Heatshield should now be successfully 
installed onto your firearm. 
Note: Ensure the heatshield is all of the way to the rear 
and against the receiver. 

Figure 14

Step #13
With the spacers in place on the front of the heatshield, 
align the (2) side rails over the front ends of the 
heatshield.  Insert the 6-32 by 1-1/2" flathead head allen 
screw into the side rail, and through both of the 
heatshield spacers. 
Note: One side rail is tapped and threaded with blind 
holes on the back side. These threads allow the screws 
to thread directly into the rails, which secures the rails 
and heatshield to the barrel. 

Figure 13
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Step #15
If you have trouble fitting 1" section of tubing over the 
6-32 by 1-1/2" Flathead Allen Screw, simply remove any 
excess material from the locking patch with a razor until 
it is flush with the OD of the screw threads. Secure the 
rails evenly by using a 5/64" allen driver and alternate 
your tightening from one screw, to the other. Tighten 
each screw evenly and secure the heatshield and side 
rails to the firearm. This will ensure the best fit for your 
new Halo Heatshield. 
Note: Screws will bottom out inside the blind pre-tapped threaded hole 
on each side rail.  Make sure you do not overtighten any hardware. This 
may lead to the stripped hardware, which is not covered under ATI's 
warranty policy. 


